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The last few years have witnessed a period of health care
reform in Canada, with far-reaching changes to the roles and
responsibilities of all healthcare professionals. Providers who
deliver optimal services at the most reasonable cost can gain
leadership. By demonstrating pharmacists’ value to patients
and payers, a healthy future for pharmacy will be assured.
The AltiMed CFP Report on Pharmacy Services
1998 Private payers’ perceptions of pharmacy
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Background

 Beginning in 1997, AltiMed partnered with the Canadian
Foundation for Pharmacy (CFP) to ask their most important
stakeholders pertinent questions pertaining to pharmacists and
the business of pharmacy.
 For more than a decade, ratiopharm used the data gathered to
formulate conclusions which help pharmacy gain insights into
the perceptions, expectations and the behaviours of various
Canadian stakeholders.
 The 2011 Teva CFP report once again focuses on private
payers in order to gain up-to-date insights and information about
their views on community pharmacy, their perceptions of the role
of pharmacists within a managed care environment, and how
these attitudes compare to the responses obtained in 1998.
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Learning Objectives

Learning Objectives

1. Educate pharmacists about the perceptions which
private payers hold of pharmacy
2. Review the trends in private payers’ perceptions of
pharmacy between 1998 and 2010
3. Provide information to help improve relationships
between private payers and pharmacists
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Conflict of Interest

Conflict of Interest

 Funding for the Teva CFP report was provided by
Teva Canada
 I was involved in the planning and analysis of the results
 I am a paid employee of Teva Canada
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Pharmacy Environment 2010

Pharmacy Environment 2010

 Ontario government eliminated professional allowances and
cut generic prices by 50%
 Pharmacy responded aggressively
 Media campaign backfired
 Negative press led to loss of public support
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Pharmacy Environment 2010 – The headlines!

You could soon be paying more for drugs
James Daw, Toronto Star, May 18, 2010

Cheap drugs? There's a cost
Globe and Mail, April 15, 2010

Pharmacists aim for remedy in drug battle
Antonella Artuso, Queen's Park Bureau Chief, May 7, 2010

Pharmacies launch ad campaign against Ontario drug reforms
Linda Nguyen, Canwest News Service, April 19, 2010

Canada pharmacy results obscured by reform worries
REUTERS, Scott Anderson, April 28, 2010
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Research Overview

Definitions

 Benefit consulting professional:
 helps workers or employers determine which benefits package
best suits their needs.
 well trained in current trends and demands of the business world.
 can help a business narrow down the choice of plans to the most
desirable to workers, yet affordable to the business.
 Plan sponsor:
 a designated party, usually a company or employer, that sets up a
healthcare or retirement plan for the benefit of the organization's
employees.
 responsibilities include determining membership parameters,
investment choices and, in some cases, providing contribution
payments in the form of cash and/or stock.
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Methodology

1998

2010

Survey type

Telephone only

Online/telephone

Targeted
audience

Plan Sponsors, Benefits
Consultants, insurance
companies

Plan Sponsors, Benefits
Consultants, insurance
companies

Fielding dates

Fall 1997

Aug 2010-Sept 2010

# of companies

Plan Sponsors n=202
Consultants n=52
Insurance com. n=24
Total: 278

Plan sponsors n=209
Consultants n= 91
Insurance com. n = 11
Total: 311 (+12%)

Margin of error

+ 6% aggregate
19 times out of 20

Plan Sponsor + 5.6%
Consultant + 6.9%
18 times out of 20
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Demographics

Plan Sponsors

1998

2010

Consultants

1998

2010

n=

202

209

n=

52

91

Gender

%

%

Gender

%

%

Male

-

55

Male

-

75

Female
Province

%

43
%

Female
Province

%

22
%

British Columbia

13

10

British Columbia

12

11

Prair: 15

16

Alberta

Prair: 13

14

Saskatchewan

Incl in Prair

-

Saskatchewan

Incl in Prair

-

Manitoba

Incl in Prair

3

Manitoba

Incl in Prair

3

Ontario

40

60

Ontario

63

57

Quebec

10

4

Quebec

10

13

Atl: 2

-

Atl: 2

-

Prince Edward Island

Incl in Atl

4

Prince Edward Island

Incl in Atl

-

Nova Scotia
Newfoundland

Incl in Atl

-

Incl in Atl

-

Incl in Atl

2

Nova Scotia
Newfoundland

Incl in Atl

3

Alberta

New Brunswick

New Brunswick
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Overall Perceptions

Overall Perceptions

Pharmacists are held in somewhat high regard. Nine in ten Plan Sponsors are at
least “fairly well” satisfied with the quality of service they provide and the
majority describe pharmacists as knowledgeable and helpful.
 There is still room for improvement. Few are “very” satisfied with the
service received and association with important attributes such as
trustworthy, accessible, and ethical is somewhat lower.
 Although overall satisfaction with pharmacists was higher in 2010
Basic services are most apt to be seen as advice-related - primarily advice on
non-prescription medications and how to use medications in general.
 Many also feel that recommending lower cost drugs without consulting
physicians should be a basic service.
The majority say that three considerations should come into play when
employees are deciding where to have a prescription filled:
 pharmacist’s fee
 maintaining records of prior prescriptions
 hours of operation
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Pharmacists are Perceived as Knowledgeable and Helpful

Q4. Please check which of the following attributes apply to pharmacists in general.

Plan Sponsor Responses

Consultant responses

Plan Sponsor n=209 ; Consultant n=91 ; Insurers n=11
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Advice on Meds Should be Basic, Drug/Disease Management
and Med Reviews Should be Extras
Q6a. The following is a list of services a pharmacist may or may not provide. Please indicate for each
service whether it should be offered as a Basic Service, offered with an Extra Service fee, or not
offered at all.

Plan Sponsor n=209
* based on total (note some are very small bases)
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Is a Basic Service in 2010 considered the same as it
was in 1998?

Plan Sponsor n=209
* based on total (note some are very small bases)
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Are the same things still considered extra?

Plan Sponsor n=209
* based on total (note some are very small bases)
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Extra Service Cost Allocation: Patient vs. Insurance

Q6d. What percent of the extra fee should be paid by the following…..

Summary of Means

Average % Paid
Should be Paid by
Consultant

The
Patient

Private
Insuranc
e

Median
Price

Median
Price

Mean

Mean

Following up with customers to ensure medication is working

$7.40

$4.60

47%

53%

Providing disease management services at the pharmacy (i.e.
monitoring cholesterol levels)

$15.50

$10.20

56%

44%

Providing drug and disease management services at home
or workplace

$40.90

$41.00

52%

48%

$7.20

$7.10

71%

29%

$24.40

$31.10

61%

39%

Explaining drug plans to patients

$6.50

$31.40

50%

50%

Renewing a refill without a doctor’s prescription

$8.80

$22.00

61%

39%

Prescribing a medication for a minor ailment

$10.50

$13.10

76%

24%

Administering injections (like the flu vaccine)

$15.10

$10.50

53%

47%

Reviewing a patient’s lab test results to monitor effectiveness of
drug therapy

$21.80

$17.30

48%

52%

Total n=20+

Providing customized medication packaging to meet patient needs
Providing a 30 minute medication review in private pharmacy setting

Total n=20+
* based on total (note some are very small bases)

Plan
Sponsor
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Fees, Records, and Hours Deemed Most Important When
Employees Choose Where to Have Prescription Filled
Q13. How important do you think each of the following items should be for employees deciding where
to have their prescriptions filled?

Very/Somewhat Important

Plan Sponsor n=209 ; Consultant n=91 ; Insurers n=11
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Other Consideration for Employees When Filling a Prescription
Q13 c. Are there any other pieces of information that you think are important for employees to consider
when deciding on where to have their prescriptions filled?

The
Themost
mostimportant
important
factor
in
my
factor in myopinion
opinionisis
the
therelationship
relationshipbetween
between
the
patient
and
the patient andthe
the
pharmacist.
Patients
pharmacist. Patients
should
shouldselect
selecttheir
their
pharmacist
just
like
pharmacist just likethey
they
select
selecttheir
theirdoctor
doctor

Quality
Quality/ /knowledge
knowledgebase
base
ofofthe
pharmacist.
They
the pharmacist. They
are
arenot
notall
allcreated
createdequal
equal
Ability
Abilityand
andco-operation
co-operation
ofofpharmacist
pharmacisttotodiscuss
discuss
other
health
related
other health related
issues
issuesnot
notnecessarily
necessarily
tied
to
this
specific
tied to this specificset
setofof
circumstances.
circumstances.

Customer
Customerservice
serviceand
and
follow
up
follow up

Location
Locationofofpharmacy
pharmacy
totoeither
home,
either home,work
workoror
doctor's
doctor'soffice
office
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Current Issues

Current Issues

 Dispensing fees and lack of transparency on true costs emerge as the
biggest concerns in relation to pharmacists today.
 The apparent inconsistency of prescription costs from pharmacy to
pharmacy is a key issue.
 Dispensing fees are considered to be too high by two in three Plan
Sponsors. Consultants are somewhat less critical - approximately half say
fees are “just right”.
 Three in four of those surveyed say that pharmacies are contributing to
increased drug plan costs.
 Cutting costs is equally likely to be seen as something that pharmacies and
the Plan Sponsors and Consultants themselves can help accomplish.
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Dispensing Fees is the Key Top-of-Mind Concern,
Especially Among Plan Sponsors
Q2. What is the top issue that you have with pharmacists today?

31%

Fees/dispensing fees

18%
10%

Costs/rising costs/costs of drugs

Substitution of generic drugs
Consistency of prescription costs from pharmacy to
pharmacy

6%
8%
3%

2%

Pricing/markups of generic drugs

Consultant

4%

Difficulties with claims submissions

Lack of transparency on the true cost of a drug

Plan Sponsor

5%

3%
8%
1%
9%

None/nothing

Base: Total Answering - Plan Sponsor n=176 ; Consultant n=77 ; Insurers n=3

20%
19%
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Voice of the Consultant and Plan Sponsor
Q2. What is the top issue that you have with pharmacists

Dispensing
Dispensingfees
feestoo
toohigh,
high,
and
when
a
product
and when a productisis
available
availableOTC
OTCthey
theydo
do
not
always
advise
not always advise
- Consultant
- Consultant

Clients’
Clients’concern
concernover
over
growing
costs
growing costs
- Consultant
- Consultant

The
Thelack
lackofoffull
full
disclosure
on
disclosure on
dispensing
dispensingfees
feesatat
the
thecounter
counter
- Consultant
- Consultant

Fees
Feesare
are
continuing
continuingtoto
rise
risewithout
withoutany
any
extra
benefit
extra benefitoror
service
servicetotothe
the
consumer
consumer
- Plan Sponsor
- Plan Sponsor

Mark
Markup
upcosts
costson
on
generic
drugs
generic drugs
- Consultant
- Consultant

Transparency
Transparencyinin
drug
drugpricing
pricing
- Consultant
- Consultant

Not
Notcharging
chargingaareasonable
reasonable
dispensing
fee
dispensing feefor
forthe
the
services
that
they
provide
services that they provide
- Plan Sponsor
- Plan Sponsor

The
Thevariances
variances
inindispensing
dispensing
fees
feesfrom
fromthe
the
various
various
pharmacy
pharmacy
choices
choices
- Plan Sponsor
- Plan Sponsor

Lack
Lackofofstandardization
standardizationwith
with
dispensing
fees.
dispensing fees.
- Plan Sponsor
- Plan Sponsor
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Lack of Transparency on Costs and Inter-Pharmacy
Pricing Inconsistency are the Biggest Issues
Q3. Please rate the following
Major Issue
63%
68%

Lack of transparency on the true cost of a drug
Consistency of prescription costs from pharmacy to
pharmacy
Understanding value of service relative to fee
charged
Understanding the relationship between pharmacy
and drug manufacturers
Communication between pharmacists, patients and
payers
Pharmacists' understanding of my drug plan
Understanding the balance between the professional
and business role of pharmacist

23% 86%
18% 86%

59%
55%
46%
45%
44%
43%
35%
51%

26% 85%
31% 86%
33% 79%
43%
88%
34%
33%

78%
76%

38%
73%
23% 74%

31%
33%

39%
33%

70%
66%

23%
30%

43%
41%

66%
71%

Knowing what other services (besides dispensing)
12%
are offered by pharmacies
17%

Plan Sponsor n=209; Consultant n=91 ; Insurers n=3

Minor Issue

50%
58%

Top Major issues mentioned
by Insurers are:
 Consistency of prescription
costs from pharmacy to
pharmacy
 Pharmacists’ understanding
of my drug plan
 Lack of transparency on the
true cost of a drug

62%
75%
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Plan Sponsors Most Apt to Say Fees “Too High” Consultants Lean More Towards “Just Right”
Q10. In your opinion, are the average professional fees for dispensing a medication too high,
just right, or too low?
Professional Fees – 2010

Plan Sponsor n=209 ; Consultant n=91 ; Insurers n=11
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More Plan Sponsors see dispensing fees as too high in 2010

Professional Fees – Plan Sponsor Responses 1998 vs 2010

Plan Sponsor n=209 ; Consultant n=91 ; Insurers n=11
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More Consultants see dispensing fees as just right in 2010
Q10. In your opinion, are the average professional fees for dispensing a
medication too high, just right, or too low?
Professional Fees – Consultant Responses 1998 vs 2010

Plan Sponsor n=209 ; Consultant n=91 ; Insurers n=11
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Pharmacies Seen as Both the Problem and a
Potential Solution to Controlling Drug Plan Costs
Q16. Please tell me how much you agree or disagree with each of the following statements.
Do you strongly agree, somewhat agree, neither agree nor disagree, somewhat disagree
or strongly disagree?
Results – 2010
Agree Strongly/Somewhat

Plan Sponsor n=209 ; Consultant n=91 ; Insurers n=11

Future Measures

Future Measures

Three areas of needed improvement for pharmacists stand out equally:
 more communication with physicians and patients
 consistent level of service between pharmacists
 getting more involved with payers to contain drug costs
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Future Measures

In terms of managing drug plan costs, the most common sentiment is that
pharmacists should offer lower priced alternatives and put more emphasis on
generics via substitution or simply by educating patients about them.
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Future Measures

No particular reimbursement or fee structure alternative appears to have a
strong preference.
 Plan Sponsors show the least interest in linking fees
to pharmacists’ time; Consultants are least enthusiastic
about maintaining the status quo. The dominant
cost-containment strategy that Plan Sponsors and
Consultants envision using in their companies is
capping dispensing fees.
 In addition, over half feel they are likely to implement
more cost-sharing to employees, more restrictions
on drug coverage, and will introduce more
flexible benefits.
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Future Measures

The most popular ideas for having pharmacists work with the private sector are
influencing government and private drug plans, and reviewing and assessing
current drug therapy and drug plan usage.
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Better Communication, Inter-Pharmacy Consistency, and
Containing Drug Costs are Key Goals to Improve in Future
Q7. Please tell me how important you think each of the following is for
pharmacists to focus on improving in the future.
Areas for Improvement - 2010
Important (4/5)

Plan Sponsor n=209 ; Consultant n=91 ; Insurers n=11
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Communication and consistency still important to Plan
Sponsors in 2010
Q7. Please tell me how important you think each of the following is for pharmacists to
focus on improving in the future.
Areas for Improvement – Plan Sponsor Responses 1998 vs 2010
Important (4/5 or 8/9/10)

Plan Sponsor n=209 ; Consultant n=91 ; Insurers n=11
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Consultants think consistency needs improvement but
communication not as much
Q7. Please tell me how important you think each of the following is for
pharmacists to focus on improving in the future.
Areas for Improvement – Consultant Responses 1998 vs 2010
Important (4/5 or 8/9/10)

Plan Sponsor n=209 ; Consultant n=91 ; Insurers n=11
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Other Areas of Improvement

Q8. What other areas of patient services do you think pharmacists could improve on?

Better
Betterexplanation
explanationofof
lower
lowerpriced
pricedgenerics
generics
compared
to
higher
compared to higherpriced
priced
brand
named
drugs
brand named drugs
InInour
oursmall
small
community,
increased
community, increased
flexibility
flexibilityininthe
thehours
hours
the
business
is
open
the business is open

Need
Needtotobetter
betterset-up
set-upwork
work
area
to
maintain
patient
area to maintain patient
confidentiality
confidentialitywhen
when
delivering
medications
delivering medications

Speed
Speedofofservice
service

Knowledgeable
Knowledgeableon
on
alternative
treatment
alternative treatment
methods
methodsififrequested
requested

They
Theynever
neverseem
seemtotoask
askhow
how
your
health
is
and
if
you
are
your health is and if you are
getting
gettingtested
testedfor
forconditions
conditionsthat
that
are
needed
as
you
age
are needed as you age
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Pharmacists’ Ideal Role in Managing Costs: Offer Lower Cost
Alternatives and Put More Emphasis on Generics
Q12. What should be the pharmacists' role in managing drug plan costs?

Base: Total Answering - Plan Sponsor n=126 ; Consultant n=67 ; Insurers n=8
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There is No Clear-Cut Favourite Among Reimbursement or
Fee Structure Alternatives
Q11. How much would you prefer each of the following potential reimbursement or
fee structures for pharmacy services?
Reimbursement / Fee Structures - 2010

Plan Sponsor n=209 ; Consultant n=91 ; Insurers n=11
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More Plan Sponsors now prefer reimbursement for
improving health outcomes or straight mark-ups
Q11. How much would you prefer each of the following potential reimbursement or
fee structures for pharmacy services? (4/5 in 2010 or 7/8/9 in 1998)
Reimbursement / Fee Structures – Plan Sponsor Responses - 1998 vs 2010

Plan Sponsor n=209 ; Consultant n=91 ; Insurers n=11
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Significantly more Consultants prefer straight markups on Rx
with no dispensing fees in 2010
Q11. How much would you prefer each of the following potential reimbursement or
fee structures for pharmacy services? (4/5 in 2010 or 7/8/9 in 1998)
Reimbursement / Fee Structures – Consultant Responses - 1998 vs 2010

Plan Sponsor n=209 ; Consultant n=91 ; Insurers n=11
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Capping Dispensing Fees Most Likely to be Used as a
Cost-Containment Strategy
Q15a. How likely is your company to use any of the following cost-containment strategies?

Cost-Containment Strategies - 2010
Very/Somewhat Likely

Similar percentages
given by Insurers

Plan Sponsor n=209 ; Consultant n=91 ; Insurers n=11
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Pharmacists Best Role with Private Sector: Influencing Government
Drug Plans and Assessing Employee Drug Plan Usage
Q14. There are several opportunities for pharmacists and private sector payers to
work together. Please indicate how important you think each of the following
opportunities is.
Cooperation between Pharmacists and Private Sector Payers
Very/Somewhat Important

Top mention by
Insurers is Review of
how employees use
drug plans
conducted

Plan Sponsor n=209 ; Consultant n=91 ; Insurers n=11
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Summary - Plan Sponsors vs. Consultants

 Plan Sponsors are more concerned and critical about current dispensing fees.
 Plan Sponsors are also more likely to say that the working relationship between
pharmacists and payers should be a focus for improvement.
 Consultants think more highly of pharmacists (possibly due to greater
professional contact with them). More describe them as trustworthy, patientfocused, and under-valued
 More consultants feel that pharmacists should work on a drug plan design to
improve drug utilization.
 Consultants are also less critical of dispensing fees though they are slightly
more apt to say lack of transparency in drug costs and mark-ups for generics
are issues.
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Summary 1998 vs. 2010

 Pharmacists were held in higher esteem twelve years ago, however, overall
satisfaction with quality of service received is higher today
 Complete patient records, store appearance and wait times were previously
considered more important for employees choosing where to have prescriptions
filled
 Plan Sponsors are now more concerned about the true cost of a drug,
consistency of prescriptions costs between pharmacies, the connection
between the fee charged and value of service, and understanding the balance
between the professional and business role of pharmacists
 Fewer consultants see “communication” as a major issue, or an issue overall
 A greater number of Plan Sponsors think that dispensing fees to be too high,
whereas, there is an increasing perception among Consultants that the fees are
just right
 Better Communication, Inter-Pharmacy Consistency, and Containing Drug
Costs are Key Goals to Improve in Future
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Discussion

Discussion
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